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The Devil and All His Works Dennis Wheatley 1973
Classic Black Magic from Dennis Wheatley Dennis Wheatley 2012-06-01 The devil rides out,
original copyright date: 1934; To the devil a daughter, original copyright date: 1953; Gateway
to hell, original copyright date: 1970.
The White Witch of the South Seas Dennis Wheatley 2013-12-03 'Before there was James
Bond, there was Gregory Sallust.' Tina Rosenberg, Salon.com The White Witch of the South
Seas is the eleventh in Dennis Wheatley's bestselling Gregory Sallust series featuring the
debonair spy Gregory Sallust, a forerunner to Ian Fleming's James Bond. A spellbinding story
of adventure and intrigue told in the true Wheatley tradition, featuring Gregory Sallust who,
when visiting Rio de Janeiro, becomes drawn into perilous action. Circumstance leads to him
becoming the friend of a young South Seas Rajah, Ratu James Omboluku, there to secure
finance to recover treasure from a sunken ship lying off the island he rules; and he intends to
use this treasure for the betterment of his people. But others, led by the unscrupulous Pierre
Lacost, are also planning to recover the treasure, and it is not long before Gregory, having an
affair with the passionate Manon de Bois-Tracy, finds himself surrounded by murder, magic,
blackmail, kidnapping and some of the most ruthless thugs he has ever encountered.
The Devil is a Gentleman Phil Baker 2009 One of the giants of popular fiction, with total sales
of around fifty million books, Dennis Wheatley held twentieth-century Britain spellbound. His
Black Magic novels like The Devil Rides Out created an oddly seductive and luxurious vision
of Satanism, but in reality he was as interested in politics as occultism. Wheatley was closely
involved with the secret intelligence community, and this powerfully researched study shows
just how directly this drove his work, from his unlikely warnings about the menace of Satanic
Trade Unionism to his role in a British scheme to engineer a revival of Islam. Drawing on a
wealth of unpublished material, Phil Baker examines Wheatley's key friendship with a
fraudster named Eric Gordon Tombe, and uncovers the full story of his sensational 1922
murder. Baker also explores Wheatley's relationship with occult figures such as Rollo Ahmed,
Aleister Crowley, and the Reverend Montague Summers, the shady priest and demonologist
who inspired the memorable evil character of Canon Copely-Syle in To The Devil - A
Daughter.
They Used Dark Forces Dennis Wheatley 1995
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The Devil Rides Out, Etc Dennis Wheatley 1946
Unholy Crusade Dennis Wheatley 2014-02-25 With an effort Adam came back to earth. This
was no dream but really happening. Adam Gordon, the poor Scots lad who, through a number
of strange vicissitudes, had made good, become a best-selling author and flown out to Mexico
in search of a background for a new book, had got himself caught up in a conspiracy to
overthrow the government and, dressed in the costume of a Toltec Prince, was about to
present himself as a Man-God to scores of credulous people. It was absurd, ridiculous-but a
fact. Set in modern and ancient Mexico, Unholy Crusade recounts the adventures of 'Lucky'
Adam Gordon, a young best-selling novelist who has gone to that country in search of
background material for a new book, and who soon finds himself in love with the exquisitely
beautiful but deeply religious Chela. Adam's ability to go back in time enables the reader to
glimpse both the magnificent and barbaric sides of ancient Mexican civilisation, but this is
only part of the story. Adam becomes entangled with a group of sinister individuals who are
prepared to go to almost any lengths to achieve their evil ambition, finds himself continually
fraught with danger, is caught between two powerful rival factions, and is forced to
participate in blood-curdling pagan rites.
The Devil Rides Out Dennis Wheatley 2014-08-26 The Duke of Richleau and Rex van Ryn
know instinctively that something bizarre has happened to Simon Aron. Why else would he
fail his most trusted friends? Their friend has fallen prey to the Forces of Darkness, through a
powerful emisary of Satan.
The Devil Rides Out Dennis Wheatley 2002 The Duke de Richleau and Rex van Ryn know
instinctively that something bizarre has happened to their friend Simon. They have their
suspicions but nothing prepares them for black magic. A young man and woman are snared
on the verge of madness by those practising the cult of Satanism.
Dennis Wheatley Craig Cabell 2006 Few people are aware that Dennis Wheatley, in his day
one of the biggest selling novelists in the world, spent the Second World War as a member of
Winston Churchill's Joint Planning Staff. Wheatley's job was to confuse the enemy by writing
"plausible official documents" and to feed them to the Nazis. Here is that little known and
intriguing story, drawn from previously unpublished restricted papers, and with a foreword
by one of today's best-selling authors, Frederick Forsyth.
The Dark Secret of Josephine Dennis Wheatley 2014-06-05 Aug 1794 - Apr 1796 Roger Brook
– Prime Minister Pitt's most daring and resourceful secret agent – had sailed for the West
Indies with a party that included three beautiful women. His purpose: pleasure. But the
Caribbean, blue seas, lush tropical islands and palm-shaded beaches, was infested with
pirates. The slaves of the 'Sugar islands' were in revolt. All this Roger Brook encountered.
But also he uncovered a mysterious episode in the early life of the Empress Josephine – a
mystery that had its effect on the Parisian intrigues that led to Napoleon receiving his first
great command: the Army of Italy. A mystery that tied together many strange scenes and
unlikely events.
Dennis Wheatley and the Occult Craig CABELL 2017-01-17 Craig Cabell's study of the
master storyteller's flirtation with the occult and men of power has at last been revised and
illustrated for paperback release. Includes Christopher Lee's special Introduction to The
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Devil Rides Out, the essay details how close to occult danger Wheatley came. The essay was
written with the full cooperation of the Wheatley estate and Christopher Lee and is
considered an extremely well-researched exploration into its subject matter. For many years
now Cabell has been a serious collector of Wheatley's work and his extensive library is used
frequently throughout this work, making it essential reading for any Wheatley fan or student
of the macabre.
Uncharted Seas Dennis Wheatley 2014-01-16 In the face of an Atlantic hurricane, a boatload
of mis-matched crew and passengers find themselves aboard a life-boat and must pit their
strength against the rigours of the open sea. Tension mounts both inside and outside the
rescue vessel - the desirable Synolda is forced into the arms of a man who knows her past
and uses that knowledge. A man with hatred in his eyes – a hatred that can only be satisfied
with blood. There is mutiny and murder before the unrelenting Sargasso weed entombs them
all. But suddenly land is sighted – land unmarked on the chart, concealing further,
unimaginable horrors.
The Black Magic Omnibus, Comprising The Devil Rides Out, Strange Conflict, To the Devil-- a
Daughter Dennis Wheatley 1956
Dangerous Inheritance Dennis Wheatley 2013-10-10 First published in 1965, this is the final
installment of the Duke De Richleau series... The years have moved on, and De Richleau has
relocated from his London pad to an apartment in the Mediterranean. His great friends visit
on occasion, and on this one both Rex's son and Richard Eaton's daughter (first seen as a
little girl in The Devil Rides Out), paving the way for a young romance to blossom amongst
the action. But interwoven with the the story of love is a strange inheritance that draws the
whole party to Sri Lanka, where they are destined to face theft, murder, arson and blackmail.
De Richleau, at the eleventh hour, is forced to take a last desperate gamble, alone, to save his
friends.
The Devil Rides Out Dennis Wheatley 2013-10-10 The aristocratic Duke de Richleau faces
new, sinister challenges in this macabre tale of the dark arts. When his good friend Simon
Aron's naïve curiosity is tested, the Duke, along with his ever-patient friends Rex Van Ryn,
and Richard Eaton, must intricately plot a means of both physical and spiritual rescue. But
with Van Ryn's affections for a beautiful woman caught in the web of Satanists, and Eaton's
ongoing scepticism, they all risk being brought to the verge of madness through dabbling
with the powers of evil. From London to the West Country, the slums of Paris to a Christian
monastery, the action of this powerful occult thriller moves with fantastic, compelling force.
Necroscope Brian Lumley 2009-09-01 An instant classic, Brian Lumley's astonishing feat of
imagination spawned a universe which Lumley has explored and expanded through more that
a baker's dozen of novels and novellas. Millions of copies of Necroscope and its successors
are in print in a dozen languages throughout the world. Nominated for the British Fantasy
Award, Necroscope has inspired everything from comic books and graphic novels to
sculptures and soundtracks. This new edition of Necroscope uses the author's preferred text
and includes a special introduction by Brian Lumley, telling how the Necroscope saga came
to be. It also includes chapter ornaments by Hugo-Award-Winning artist Bob Eggleton, long
identified with Lumley's blood-sucking monsters. As a classic, Necroscope rightfully claims a
place in the Orb trade paperback list, for scholars of the field and the dedicated Lumley
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collector. And also for all the people who have read more than one mass market copy of the
book to tatters. Harry Keogh is the man who can talk to the dead, the man for whom every
grave willingly gives up its secrets, the one man who knows how to travel effortlessly through
time and space to destroy the vampires that threaten all humanity. In Necroscope, Harry is
startled to discover that he is not the only person with unusual mental powers--Britain and
the Soviet Union both maintain super-secret, psychically-powered espionage organizations.
But Harry is the only person who knows about Thibor Ferenczy, a vampire long buried in the
mountains of Romania--still horribly alive, in undeath--and Thibor's insane "offspring," Boris
Dragosani, who rips information from the souls of the dead in a terrible, ever-lasting form of
torture. Somehow, Harry must convince Britain's E-Branch that only by working together can
they locate and destroy Dragosani and his army of demonic warriors--before the half-vampire
succeeds in taking over the world! At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
To the Devil - a Daughter Dennis Wheatley 1972 Beneath the azure sky of the French Riviera,
Christina Mordant looks and behaves like any other attractive girl. But each night as
darkness falls, the demon within her betrays its presence. A thousand miles away, deep in the
Essex marshes, a priest of Satan is about to achieve his life's ambition: Canon Copely-Syle of
Bentford Priory prepares for the virgin sacrifice which will give breath to the foul
abomination he has created...
The Devil rides out /retold by Alison Sage Alison Sage
The devil rides out, Dennis Wheatley Dennis Wheatley 1972
The Second Seal Dennis Wheatley 2013-10-10 Spring 1914. At a masked ball, the Duke de
Richleau has an intriguing meeting with a beautiful woman - an incident that was to lead to a
series of desperate adventures with a Serbian; a secret; a terrorist society; then as a British
secret agent at the Austrian Supreme Headquarters. The capers culminate in the Battle of
the Marne – the operation that shattered Germany's chance of victory. Through the violence,
intrigue and hair's-breadth escapes, there runs alongside the story of a great love.
The Irish Witch Dennis Wheatley 2002 Roger Brook, newly returned to London from the
Napoleonic Wars, looks forward to enjoying a life of leisure, free from danger at long last.
Instead he finds his daughter, Susan, in the hands of an Irish witch part of a spy ring
supplying information to the French. Only Roger Brook can prevent the Black Mass sacrifice
of his daughter on May Day Eve.
The Roger Brook Series Dennis Wheatley 2014-12-26 Secret agent, gallant and aide-decamp to Napoleon: Roger Brook is the dashing hero in Dennis Wheatley's historical fiction
series. The Roger Brook Series, available for the first time in one digital volume. THE
LAUNCHING OF ROGER BROOK THE SHADOW OF TYBURN TREE THE RISING STORM
THE MAN WHO KILLED THE KING THE DARK SECRET OF JOSEPHINE THE RAPE OF
VENICE THE SULTAN'S DAUGHTER THE WANTON PRINCESS EVIL IN A MASK THE
RAVISHING OF LADY MARY WARE THE IRISH WITCH DESPERATE MEASURES
Nightmare At 20,000 Feet Richard Matheson 2007-04-01 Remember that monster on the
wing of the airplane? William Shatner saw it on The Twilight Zone, John Lithgow saw it in the
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movie-even Bart Simpson saw it. "Nightmare at 20,000 Feet" is just one of many classic
horror stories by Richard Matheson that have insinuated themselves into our collective
imagination. Here are more than twenty of Matheson's most memorable tales of fear and
paranoia, including: "Duel," the nail-biting tale of man versus machines that inspired Steven
Spielberg's first film; "Prey," in which a terrified woman is stalked by a malevolent Tiki doll,
as chillingly captured in yet another legendary TV moment; "Blood Son," a disturbing portrait
of a strange little boy who dreams of being a vampire; "Dress of White Silk," a seductively
sinister tale of evil and innocence. Personally selected by Richard Matheson, the bestselling
author of I Am Legend and What Dreams May Come, these and many other stories, more than
demonstrate why he is rightfully regarded as one of the finest and most influential horror
writers of our generation. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Winged Pharaoh Joan Grant 2007-08-28 As a child, the astonishing Joan Grant became
aware of her uncanny "Far Memory," the ability to recall past incarnations who had lived in
long-ago times and far-flung places. Her seven historical novels stand out for their vividness
and rich detail. For Joan, these books were not works of the imagination but personal
recollections of her previous lives. InÂ Winged Pharaoh, Joan Grant tells the story of Sekeeta,
the Pharaoh's daughter. The ancient Egyptians reserved the title of "Winged Pharaoh" for
ruler-priests who possessed extra-sensory powers. When Sekeeta demonstrates psychic
abilities, she is sent to the temple and trained to recall past lives. Upon the death of her
father, she becomes a "Winged Pharaoh" - both priestess and Pharaoh - and leads her country
with enlightenment. The most famous of Joan Grant's "Far Memory" novels, this book brings
the grandeur, beauty, and mystery of ancient Egypt to life. UponÂ Winged Pharaoh'sÂ
original publication in 1937, theÂ New York TimesÂ called it "an unusual book that shines
with fire."
The Devil Rides Out Dennis Wheatley 1935
The Devil Rides Out Dennis Wheatley 1977
The Devil Rides Out Dennis Wheatley 1992
Gateway to Hell Dennis Wheatley 2013-10-10 The door was not locked, and opened easily.
He switched on the light, and Richard followed him into the room. Nella lay on the bed. She
had on the nightdress she had been lent, but the bedclothes had been pulled halfway down.
Her head was twisted back grotesquely. Her mouth gaped open and her tongue had been cut
out. It had been carefully placed in the valley between her naked breasts. The Duke de
Richleau and his friends had faced many dangers in Russia, Spain and Nazi Germany. Now, a
new and unexpected menace confronts them: the fourth member of their group, Rex van Ryn,
is missing – and he has made off with more than a million dollars from the Buenos Aires
branch of his family bank. Behind the conventional courtesy of Argentinian society lies a
conspiracy of terror and silence – and a trail that leads straight to the Devil himself . . .
The Black Magic Series Dennis Wheatley 2014-12-26 "Should any of my readers incline to
a serious study of the subject, and thus come into contact with a man or a woman of Power, I
feel that it is only right to urge them, most strongly, to refrain from being drawn into the
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practise of the Secret Art in any way. My own observations have led me to an absolute
conviction that to do so would bring them into dangers of a very real and concrete nature."
Dennis Wheatley The entire collection of Dennis Wheatley's Black Magic series in one digital
volume. THE DEVIL RIDES OUT STRANGE CONFLICT THE HAUNTING OF TOBY JUGG TO
THE DEVIL A DAUGHTER THE KA OF GIFFORD HILLARY THE SATANIST THEY USED
DARK FORCES UNHOLY CRUSADE THE WHITE WITCH OF THE SOUTH SEAS GATEWAY
TO HELL THE IRISH WITCH
The Horror Stories of Robert E. Howard Robert E. Howard 2008-10-28 Here are Robert E.
Howard’s greatest horror tales, all in their original, definitive versions. Some of Howard’s
best-known characters—Solomon Kane, Bran Mak Morn, and sailor Steve Costigan among
them—roam the forbidding locales of the author’s fevered imagination, from the swamps and
bayous of the Deep South to the fiend-haunted woods outside Paris to remote jungles in
Africa. The collection includes Howard’s masterpiece “Pigeons from Hell,” which Stephen
King calls “one of the finest horror stories of [the twentieth] century,” a tale of two travelers
who stumble upon the ruins of a Southern plantation–and into the maw of its fatal secret. In
“Black Canaan” even the best warrior has little chance of taking down the evil voodoo man
with unholy powers–and none at all against his wily mistress, the diabolical High Priestess of
Damballah. In these and other lavishly illustrated classics, such as the revenge nightmare
“Worms of the Earth” and “The Cairn on the Headland,” Howard spins tales of unrelenting
terror, the legacy of one of the world’s great masters of the macabre.
The Devil Rides Out Paul O'Grady 2010-09-16 THE SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE
BESTSELLER 'Far and away the best writer of the lot . . . his turn of phrase is a joy.' The
Sunday Times Birkenhead, 1973. The eighteen-year-old Paul O'Grady gets ready for a big
Saturday night out on the town. New white T-shirt, freshly ironed jeans, looking good. As he
bids farewell to his mum, who's on the phone to his auntie, and wanders off down the street
in a cloud of aftershave, he hears her familiar cry: 'Oh, the devil rides out tonight, Annie. The
devil rides out!' The further adventures of Paul O'Grady - following on from the million-copyselling At My Mother's Knee - are, if anything, even more hilarious and outrageous than what
has come before. To say that The Devil Rides Out is action-packed is an understatement. Its
extraordinary cast of characters includes lords and ladies, the legendary Vera, a serial killer,
more prostitutes than you can shake a stick at and drag queens of every shape and size.
Wickedly funny, often moving, and searingly honest, Paul's tales of the unexpected will make
your jaw drop and your hair stand on end. And you'll laugh like a drain. The Devil Rides Out
is one hell of a read! Readers love The Devil Rides Out: 'At times heart-breaking but . . .
incredibly funny.' ***** 'A powerful story of the man behind the persona . . . the most fabulous
and modest tart with a heart of gold.' ***** 'Very down to earth, heart-breaking at times but
Paul always comes back making you laugh.' *****
The Devil Rides Out. The Haunting of Toby Jugg. Gateway to Hell. To the Devil - a
Daughter Dennis Wheatley 1977
The Black Magic Series Starter Dennis Wheatley 2016-04-28 Read the first three novels in
Dennis Wheatley's thrilling Black Magic series including The Devil Rides Out, Strange
Conflict and The Haunting of Toby Jugg. If you've not yet read Dennis Wheatley, or wish to
revisit three of his best known books, this series starter provides the perfect introduction to
the complete Black Magic Series of eleven titles. The Black Magic series features one of
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Dennis Wheatley's best known characters, the Duke de Richleau, and deals with themes for
which Wheatley is arguably most renowned, Satanism and the occult. In The Devil Rides Out,
the aristocratic Duke de Richleau faces new, sinister challenges in this macabre tale of the
dark arts. When his good friend Simon Aron's naïve curiosity is tested, the Duke, along with
his ever-patient friends Rex Van Ryn and Richard Eaton, must intricately plot a means of both
physical and spiritual rescue. But with Van Ryn's affections for a beautiful woman caught in
the web of Satanists, and Eaton's ongoing scepticism, they all risk being brought to the verge
of madness through dabbling with the powers of evil. Strange Conflict finds London at war.
As the bombs fall, the elderly Duke de Richleau is forced to consider a problem of the utmost
urgency. What methods are the Germans using to discover – with sinister effect – the secret
routes of the Atlantic convoys? His answer is bizarre and fantastic. Could it really be that the
enemy are in touch with supernatural powers? Can these powers only be overcome by those
who have the knowledge and courage to join battle with them on the Astral Plane? The
Haunting of Toby Jugg is a stirring psychological thriller adapted into the movie The Haunted
Airman starring Robert Pattinson. Toby Jugg, a fighter pilot shot down in combat, is now
confined to his bed with little hope of walking again. He is also the heir to a considerable
fortune – a fortune that is being administered by a board of trustees until he comes of age.
But night after night, out there in the moonlight, Something is trying to get in at the bedroom
window. A huge malevolent Something. Something not of this world. Is Toby hallucinating?
Or is Something real and evil striving to reach him. As one reviewer says, this is 'a
masterclass in how to write suspense'.
The Devil Rides Out Dennis Wheatley 1983 Abridged.
The Prisoner in the mask Dennis Wheatley 1994
The Burrowers Beneath Brian Lumley 1999-01-15 The Titus Crow novels are adventure
horror, full of acts of nobility and heroism, featuring travel to exotic locations and alternate
planes of existence as Titus Crow and his faithful companion and record-keeper fight the
gathering forces of darkness wherever they arise. The menaces are the infamous and deadly
Elder Gods of the work of H.P. Lovecraft. Chthulu and his dark minions are bent on ruling the
earth--or destroying it. A few puny humans cannot possibly stand against these otherworldly
evil gods, yet time after time, Titus Crow defeats the monsters and drives them back into the
dark from whence they came. The Burrowers Beneath is the first book in the Titus Crow
series. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Dennis Wheatley's The Devil Rides Out Alison Sage 1987-01-01
The Haunting of Toby Jugg Dennis Wheatley 1973 A black magic tale about a young flyer who
is sent to Wales to recover from his war injuries. Lying helpless in his bed, he struggles to
preserve his sanity from the loathsome, inhuman Thing that haunts him by night
The Ka of Gifford Hillary Dennis Wheatley 2013-12-23 I am in prison awaiting trial for the
murder of my wife's lover... My version of what occurred is so utterly fantastic that it is
certain to be taken as an attempt by me to show that I am mad. But the doctors have already
agreed that I am sane; so for myself I see no escape from the gallows. Nevertheless, I swear
by Almighty God that all I am about to dictate into a recording machine is the truth, the
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whole truth and nothing but the truth. With Sir Gifford Hillary and Wing Commander Johnny
Norton involved in plans to counter the might of Soviet Russia, interest soon centres on the
evil Lady Ankaret and the tragedy which occurred at Longshot Hall, South Hampshire, on the
night of the 9th September. A victim is struck down, and from that moment onwards the
events which follow seem, at first, fantastic and unbelievable–but are later realised to be
entirely logical. What does happen after death? And why should Sir Gifford find himself in
prison, on trial for his life?
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